Range

Acornsoft Business

Title

VIEW 3
for the BBC Microcomputer

Stock code
Price

SBB31
£89:70 inc: VAT

Availability

late August 1985

Information as at

May 1985

AI No

Contents
VIEW 16k ROM
VIEW User Guide
VIEW reference card
VIEW function key card
Printer Driver Generator
Printer Driver Generator User Guide
VIEW version 3 is a development of the existing VIEW word
processor for the BBC Microcomputer: There is complete upwards
compatibility with files created on earlier versions of VIEW and
downwards compatibility unless the new stored command syntax is
used:
VIEW 3 is more powerful than VIEW 2:1 and it is also friendlier:
The two books Into VIEW and VIEW Guide are replaced by the VIEW
User Guide which gives a friendly introduction for the novice
user leading into detailed descriptions of VIEW's facilities
with a technical reference section at the end: A reference card
for day-to-day use is provided:
The existing Printer Driver Generator is provided in the VIEW 3
package: This contains printer drivers for the Epson FX80, Juki
6100, Facit 8105, Olivetti JP101, and Ricoh Flowriter printers:
The driver generator enables the user to create printer drivers
for any printers which can be connected to the BBC Microcomputer:
Enhancements to VIEW 2:1 include the following:
An automatic relocator for the 6502 Second Processor giving
over 47k for text: Consequently there will be no "Hi"

version of VIEW 3.
Automatic NEW on starting up and automatic OLD on
BREAK.
Revised Search/Change/Replace to enable searching of
all special VIEW characters.
The NAME command has been added: This enables naming
or renaming of the text currently being edited.
The SETUP command has been added. This enables the
changing of the text screen FM flags from the
command screen and is especially useful in EXEC
files.
There are now abbreviations for almost all of the
command screen commands.
Operation of the left margin can now be done with
fewer keystrokes.
When reading text or concatenating lines VIEW splits
the line if it exceeds 132 characters.
The PB stored command has been added: This enables
page breaks to be switched off completely.

